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The work carried out under this grant consisted of two parallel studies aimed at defining

candidate missions for the initiation of the Discovery Program being considered by NASA's

Solar System Exploration Division. The main study considered a Discovery-class mission to a

Near-Earth Asteroid (NEA); the companion study considered a small telescope in Earth-orbit

dedicated to UV studies of solar system bodies. The results of these studies are summarized in

the two reports which are attached (Appendix 1 and Appendix 2). Copies of these were

transmitted to NASA in 1992.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

The first mission of the Discovery Program should be a rendezvous

with a Near-Earth asteroid.

The target asteroid should be chosen on the basis of minimizing

mission complexity and cost.

A suitable target is asteroid 1943 Anteros. This mission requires an

FY94 or FY95 new start to meet the May 1997 launch opportunity.

• On the average, one suitable rendezvous target per year is available.

The rendezvous payload should consist of three instruments in

addition to Radio Science: an imager, an IR spectrometer/mapper,

and a gamma-ray spectrometer.

Follow-on missions should include flybys as the optimal way of

investigating the known diversity of Near-Earth Objects (asteroids and

comets).

The SWG urges NASA HQ to proceed expeditiously in implementing

the first Discovery mission. An essential element of this process is to

initiate Phase A activities during FY92/93. Both mission/spacecraft

study support and instrument development money are needed.

WHAT IS DISCOVERY?

The Discovery Program is a proposed new initiative by NASA's Solar System

Exploration Division for low-cost planetary missions. Exclusive of launch and mission

operations costs, each mission is to cost no more than $75M in any given year, and $150M or
less overall. Precursor studies have shown that a significant number of scientifically important

and exciting, focussed planetary investigations can be carded out within this fiscal envelope.

Due to its low cost, such a program when implemented will provide more frequent

opportunities for participation than is the case with the more expensive and less frequent

missions which currently make up the Solar System Exploration Program. The Discovery

Program will also provide the possibility for quick responses to emerging scientific opportuni-

ties, and rapid project turnaround. All of these factors will lead to a broadened participation by

planetary scientists, and facilitate cooperative efforts with other space agencies.
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THE FIRST MISSION

The guidelines given the Science Working Group in defining the first Discovery Mission

were that the first mission should be one of exploration to a relatively easy target. Accordingly,

the WorLing Group focussed its efforts on the study of a mission to a Near-Earth Asteroid

(NEA), and in particular on a mission which involves a rendezvous with, and going into orbit

about, the target body.

Near-Earth Asteroids include some of the most accessible space targets, and have never

before been explored by spacecraft. As detailed below, a rendezvous with an asteroid will

provide answers to fundamental scientific questions, most particularly those dealing with the

elemental composition of the asteroid, questions which cannot be addressed by flybys. Although

flybys of several mainbelt asteroids are currently planned as parts of other missions (Galileo,

CRAF, and Cassini), a Near-Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (NEAR) mission carried under

Discovery will be not only the first ever investigation of any Near-Earth Asteroid, but the first

rendezvous ever with any asteroid. As such, it will provide data that will not be available from

any of the flybys.

The population of small objects whose orbits take them into the neighborhood of Earth

(Near-Earth Objects, or NEOs) includes comets in addition to asteroids. The Discovery SWG

recommends that the first Discovery mission target be an asteroid, rather than a comet, for

several reasons. First, a rendezvous with an asteroid is much less hazardous (and hence less

difficult and costly). Second, spacecraft propellant requirements are less for asteroids. Finally,

an elaborate rendezvous with an active comet is the focus of the CRAF mission, whereas no

other rendezvous missions with asteroids are planned.

IMPORTANCE OF NEAs AND SCIENCE OBJECTIVES

As of July 1, 1991, the orbits of about two hundred NEAs were tabulated. The smallest

known NEA is about 6 meters in diameter (1991BA), while the largest is some 40 km in length

(443 Eros). Most NEAs are relatively small, of the order of 1 km in diameter. It is estimated

that there could be 1000 NEAs larger than 1 km in diameter. Populations in the lm-100m size

range are still largely unknown. Many of the NEAs currently known belong to spectral class

S. A continuing debate focusses on whether S-asteroids are the source of ordinary chondrites,

the most common type of meteorites that fall to Earth.

A reconnaissance of these objects is an important element in the Solar System Exploration

Program because:

(i) A systematic scientific exploration of the NEOs will yield details of the

processes that have governed the formation and evolution of our solar

system as evidenced by cometary nuclei, asteroids, and meteorites.

Specifically, the NEOs may preserve clues to the nature of planetesimals





from which terrestrialplanetsformed. They certainly are the sourceof
most meteontesthat strike the Earth. They are a very diverse class of

objects, including primitive and evolved bodies. Some of the NEAs may
be dormant or extinct comet nuclei.

(2) NEOs represent the primary source population of relatively large objects
that strike the Earth, and which have influenced the evolution of the

Earth's atmosphere and biosphere.

(3) NEOs may represent a potential source of raw materials for the future

utilization and exploitation of space.

(4) Their low gravity, combined with the possibility of abundant H:O, make

them realistic candidates for future sites to develop the techniques of

human deep space exploration.

The importance of asteroids in the overall study of the solar system and the scientific

objectives of asteroid missions have been reviewed by several committees during the past

decade, including COMPLEX. These objectives were reviewed by the Discovery Working

Group and adopted as the basis of its deliberations. The Discovery SWG also made use of a

previous NASA study of a rendezvous mission to a Near-Earth Asteroid (the 1986 NEAR

Report; JPL 86-7).

Asteroid science objectives established by COMPLEX are:

(1) To determine the composition and bulk density.

(2) To investigate the surface morphology, including evidence for endogenic

and exogenic processes and evidence concerning interiors of precursor
bodies.

(3) To determine internal properties, including states of magnetization.

These goals can be translated into .the following three primary measurement objectives:

(1) To determine the gross physical properties of the object, including size,

shape, configuration, volume, mass, density, and spin state.

(2) To measure the surface composition of the object. Elemental abundances

and abundance ratios are required at a precision of 0.5 % for all elements

present at greater than 1% of the mass of crust. In addition, spatially-

resolved near-infrared measurements of surface mineralogy are required

to link compositional properties to exogenic and endogenic processes

evident from surface morphology.





(3) To investigatesurfacemorphologythroughcomprehensiveimagingunder
a variety of lighting conditionsat scalesof 1/1000theobject's radius(or
betterJ.

Secondary.objectivesinclude:

(1) To determineregolithpropertiesandtexturethroughimagingto centime-
ter scales.

(2) To measureinteractionswith the solar wind and searchfor possible
intrinsic magnetism.

(3) To searchfor evidenceof currentactivity as indicatedby dust or gas in
thevicinity of the target.

(4) To investigate the internal mass distribution through measurements of the

asteroid's gravity field and the time-variation of its spin state.

The Discovery Science Working Group concurs with earlier studies that there are

primary objectives that cannot be addressed by flybys. Not only is it the case that one gets

more and better data from a rendezvous mission (because one can spend an arbitrarily long time

studying the target), but data on elemental composition of the surface cannot be obtained from

fast flybys with available instrumentation. Currently, the only reliable method of gathering such

data remotely is through the use of gamma-ray and x-ray spectroscopy; both methods require

integration times that cannot be achieved during flybys.

The minimum science payload described below satisfies all of the primary science

objectives, and most of the secondary ones.

MINIMUM RECOMMENDED PAYLOAD

To achieve the major science objectives listed for the Discovery NEAR mission, the SWG

recommends a minimum payload of three instnanents: an imager, an infrared spectrome-

ter�mapper, and a gamma-ray spectrometer in addz'tion to Radio Science. The gamma-ray

spectrometer is the only means of remotely determining the elemental composition of the target

to the level of accuracy required. Imaging provides the primary means of determining the

physical, geological, and morphological characteristics. The infrared spectrometer is the

primary means of determining mineralogical composition in a spatial context. All three

instruments work together to infer the heterogeneity of the surface. The Radio Science

experiment will determine the asteroid's mass, which in combination with the volume determined

by imaging, will place significant constraints on the asteroid's interior through the mean density.





The SWG stresses that the above is a minimal payload, determined in the spirit of

achieving the ke,, science objectives within the constraints of the Discovery. mission. Additional
instruments would certainly yield valuable science. But it is the Working Group's conviction

that a payload of more than 3-4 instruments will strain the resources of the first Discovery,

mission.

In the case of three )f the investigations--imaging, IR spectroscopy/mapping, and radio

science--suitable instrument designs exist or are being developed. In the case of the gamma-ray

investigation, a new instrument tailored to the needs of the Discovery. NEAR will have to be

developed. One possibility is a body-mounted, uncooled, sodium-iodide detector instrument

modelled after the successful Apollo design. The Mars Observer instrument, with its associated

boom and coolers, is too cumbersome for a Discovery-class mission.

RENDEZVOUS AND ORBITAL OPERATIONS

Studies during the past year confirm that given an imaging system on the payload, there

should be no difficulty in targeting the spacecraft to the vicinity of a small asteroid and matching

velocities with, or going into orbit about, the target. Given that one of the key instruments, the

gamma-ray spectrometer, works best in as low an orbit as possible, certainly within 1-2 radii

of the surface, and preferably closer, studies were undertaken to determine the feasibility of

operating a Discovery-class spacecraft safely at such small distances from an irregular body.

These studies suggest that once the mass, size, and shape of the target have been ascertained

with precision, operations at 1-2 radii of the surface will be feasible without undue burden on

mission operations. Closer orbits might require frequent maneuvers and could lead to

considerable mission complexity. The SWG recommends that the goal of the first Discovery

mission should be to operate at or beyond about 1-2 radii of the surface, and that excursions

closer-in be reserved for a possible extended mission.

While it is in some cases possible to fly by one target on the way to a rendezvous with

another, the SWG recommends that in general such flybys be included only if they do not

significantly add to the cost, risk, or complexity of the primary rendezvous mission.

TARGET SELECTION

From spectral measurements, it is evident that the near-earth population contains a wide

diversity of objects, in terms of composition, evolunonary history, and provenance. The SWG

identified important specific questions pertaining to particular types of asteroid, but felt that

overall the choice of a target for the first mission should be dictated by mission feasibility. The

SWG concluded that any NEA (provided that its diameter is at least 500 meters) is a suitable

target for the first mission. Other things being equal, one should launch to the easiest target to

maximize mission payload/capabilities. Asteroid "type," size, and likely provenance are not
considered essential selection criteria for the first mission.
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However. gi,.en the ,,'ide diversity of known NEOs and the different fundamental

scientific issues concerning each type, the SWG felt that the first Discovery mission must be

considered as one element of a broader investigation program of Near-Earth comets and

asteroids. An,, follow-on Discovery, NEAR mission should go to a different type of target. Full

use should be made of flybys to address the known diversity of NEOs and in particular to study

the energetically hard-to-reach component of the population that has eccentric and inclined

orbits, and which is most likely to consist of comets in various degrees of activity (active,

dormant, extinct).

MISSION OPPORTUNITIES

Currently the orbits of some two hundred NEAs are known. Suitable targets for

Discovery missions are those NEAs whose orbits are relatively well-known and which can be

reached within the available launch capability. Additional constraints involve mission duration

and communication distances. Available launch capability excludes rendezvous missions to

NEAs with markedly eccentric and/or inclined orbits.

Mission and spacecraft studies were undertaken in support of the SWG activity, both at

the Applied Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University and at the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory. The JPL study was supported by a number of contractor studies. The mission is

to be constrained to the costs defined for the Discovery Program (total cost less than $150M,

a maximum spending within any year of $75M), and to the allotted launch vehicle capability (up

to that of a Delta 7925). This capability makes it possible to rendezvous with targets requiring
a AV of 5.5 km/sec or less from a 200-kin circular Earth orbit. The total mission duration is

to be constrained to three years, with at most two years trip time to the target, and one year

devoted to the rendezvous study.

Both the APL and JPL studies concluded that a rendezvous mission to a Near-Earth

Asteroid carrying at least the minimum number of instruments recommended by the SWG is

possible within the constraints of the Discovery Program. These studies were assessed by a

special "Discovery Program Cost and Management Team" led by James S. Martin, which

summarized its findings in July 1991 as follows:

"The Discovery Program Cost and Management Team concludes that solar

system science projects can be implemented for less than $150M (FY925) by

focussing science goals, using mature instrument and spacecraft technology,

and constraining the development schedule to less than three years. Such

projects will add significant benefits to NASA's overall planetary science

exploration program."





THE RECOMMENDED MISSION

SWG recommends that NASA seek a new start in FY94 or FY95 for the Discovery

NEAR. An FY94 or FY95 new start will enable a launch in May 1997 to 1943 Anteros, an S-

type asteroid some 1.8 km in diameter. The AV required, 5.35 kin/see, is within the Delta

capability and the flight time to rendezvous in this case is only 415 days. Backup opportunities

to other NEAs are available, for example, a launch in December of 1997 to asteroid 1982 XB,

a 0.5 kin, S-type. Ample opportunities for Discovery-class rendezvous missions exist; on the

average, one can expect at least one opportunity per year.

In this context, the Discovery SWG urges NASA to expand its support of telescopic

studies of NEOs. Such studies will lead not only to the discovery of further potential targets,

but most importantly, to a better definition of the orbits and physical characteristics of these

bodies.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

It is clear that in order to achieve the goals of the Discovery Program, simplicity and

efficiency must: be the watchwords. The spacecraft, science payload, and mission designs must

be kept as simple as possible. There must be sharp focus on key objectives. Everything must

be streamlined, and there must be a willingness to accept reasonable risks. The SWG urges

NASA to adopt a new, more streamlined approach to the management of Discovery.

Discovery cannot be run in the same mode as recent larger missions, where often process has

gotten in the way of product, and micromanagement has flourished at all levels. Cumbersome,

redundant reporting so common in most NASA programs should be eliminated on Discovery.

The SWG urges NASA to make maximum use of industrial and institutional

expertise in carrying out the Discovery Program. There is also a strong sense among the

members of the SWG that investigations on Discovery NEAR should be carried out by small

PI-led teams rather than as "Facility" investigations which often involve redundant levels

of management.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The SWG recommends that NASA's Discovery Program be initiated with a

rendezvous mission to a Near-Earth Asteroid (NEA). The group's analysis indicates that such

a mission, carried out within the cost/complexity/risk envelope of the Discovery Program, can

achieve significant science objectives in the study of these important bodies which cannot be

addressed by other means.
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The SWGfinds thatthemajor scienceobjectivesof sucha missioncanbeachievedwith
the radio systemanda minimumpayloadof threeinstruments:an imager, an IR spectrometer/
mapper,and a gamma-rayspectrometer.

Of these instruments, the gamma-ray spectrometer requires further development beyond

the Apollo prototype design. The SWG urges that funds be made available as soon as possible

to carry out the detailed design of a gamma-ray spectrometer suitable for the Discovery NEAR

mission. A conceptual design of an instrument based on an uncooled NaI detector which can

achieve the measurement objectives desired was carried out by a subgroup of the SWG and is

outlined in the Main Report.

To keep within the guidelines of the Discovery Program, it is mandatory that the payload

for the first mission not be overselected. Specifically, no instruments of novel design whose

proper performance is premised on "inventions" can be included in the payload. We also urge

that the Science Teams responsible for the instruments be kept small (to limit cost) and see no

advantage in operating these groups in anything but the "PI mode."

The SWG feels very strongly that the target for the first mission be selected largely on

the basis of mission performance considerations. An NEA target should be chosen which does

not strain any of the available resources. While the group had extended discussions conceming

the relative science merits of studying various NEAs, the final consensus was that the important

science goals of such a mission could be achieved no matter what the "spectral type" or the

"diameter" of the target, provided that the object is at least 500 meters in diameter. Given the

population of NEAs, the target of the first mission is likely to be an S-asteroid with a diameter
of 2 km or less.

Our study indicates that suitable NEA targets are available on the average at the rate of

about one per year. The discovery rate of suitable targets, and the accurate determination of

their orbits needed for mission planning, would benefit from a modest increase in the support

that NASA provides to telescopic observers through its Planetary Astronomy program.

Flybys on the way to a rendezvous are sometimes possible, but should be considered only

if they do not add significantly to the cost, risk, or complexity of the primary rendezvous
mission.

While comets form an important component of the Near Earth Object (NEO) population,

the groups recommends against choosing an active comet as the target of the first Discovery

mission. The reason is both practical and scientific. From a practical point of view, a

rendezvous with an active comet is a much more hazardous (and hence expensive) endeavor than

a rendezvous with an asteroid. From a scientific point of view, a rendezvous with an active

comet is the major objective of the CRAF mission, whereas no rendezvous with any asteroid is

currently planned outside the Discovery program.

The NEAR mission proposed to initiate Discovery should be considered in the context

of a program to study the NEO population as well as asteroids and comets in general. A
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reasonableplanwould be to includea backupspacecraftas insuranceagainstthe failure of the
primary. Given thesuccessfullaunchandoperationof the first spacecraft,the secondcouldbe
sent to studya different Near-Earthasteroid. Given the diversity of objects among the NEAs

this second mission would be very important in broadening our perspectives. However, beating

in mind that even two rendezvous missions cannot exhaust the diversity of objects to be studied,

the SWG recommends that serious consideration be given to complementing the rendezvous

recommended in this report with a series of less expensive flybys within the context of the

Discovery program. Although such flybys cannot address the full range of important science

objectives, taken in conjunction with one or two rendezvous, they do provide a realistic means

of gathering some valuable data about the diverse objects (asteroids and comets) that make up

the NEO population.

CONCLUSIONS

The SWG finds that a rendezvous mission with a Near-Earth asteroid

is possible within the constraints of the Discovery Program, and recommends

that NASA seek a new start in FY94 to take advantage of the May 1997

launch to 1943 Anteros.

As essential as the first mission is, a comprehensive study of Near-Earth asteroids and

comets must involve a sequence of coordinated missions. We recommend that this coordinated

program include both rendezvous (for detailed studies) and flybys (to investigate the full

diversity of NEOs). While almost of necessity Discovery-class rendezvous missions should

focus on asteroids, flybys should include comets.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

An Earth-orbiting ultraviolet planetary discovery mission can provide unique and complemen-

tary information on the Jovian system during the time of the Galileo mission's exploration of

Jupiter's environment. This mission, which can be accomphshed at low cost and on a short time-

scale using state-of-the-art technology, will provide a global view of the interactions of the Jovian

satellites, the magnetosphere and the atmosphere of the planet, and thus a context for the inter-

pretation of the in situ measurements of particles and fields. Such information is strongly desired

by the Galileo particles and fields investigators and cannot be provided, without serious impact

on other mission objectives, by the GaLileo ultraviolet instruments. The data to be obtained will

also provide continuous monitoring of the time variable ultraviolet emissions which will be recorded

locally, and in a snapshot mode, by the ultraviolet instruments on Galileo. The proposed single

scientific instrument is a spectrographic imaging telescope in the extreme- and far-ultraviolet wave-

length range (500-1750 _) whose capabilities are complementary to those of both the Galileo UVS

and those of the Hubble Space Telescope. Jupiter will be the only target to be observed over the

course of 9 months during the Galileo mission (the solar elongation of Jupiter is greater than 45

degrees from 15 February to 22 November 1996 and again from 20 March to 28 December 1997 so

there are two possible windows for our proposed mission) and the data to be obtained will continu-

ously measure the evolution of the Io plasma torus and neutral corona of Io as well as the response

of the Jovian atmosphere and aurora during this period. The data on Jupiter will be processed

expeditiously and disseminated to the community including the Galileo investigators. Following

the dedicated observations of Jupiter, observations of other solar system targets can be scheduled

through a guest observer program.

With the focussed objectives stated above, the proposed payload can be built and flown at low

cost and in a timely fashion so as to be in orbit by mid-1996. Reduced cost is achieved by combining

a short schedule, available state-of-the-art technology and a lean management structure as well as

through the adoption of an acceptable level of risk. No new development is forseen. Our approach

and implementation should provide a basis for the development of future Earth-orbiting planetary

astronomy missions similarly dedicated to a single major scientific objective.

To meet the schedule based on the Galileo mission, it is imperative to begin a Phase A feasi-

bility study no later than the first quarter of FY1992. We propose that this be done through the

appointment of a Science Definition Team (SDT) by the Director of the Solar System Exploration

Division. Such a team would be similar to the Instrument Definition Science Teams (IDSTs) that,

in the past, have guided the development of JPL built facility instruments (e.g., imaging systems)

forplanetarymissions,exceptthatnow the instrument to be definedincludesthe entirespacecraft

and ground system. The study couldbe accomplishedinsixmonths as thereexistsa largeamount

of groundwork that has been done by members of the DiscoverySWG (who would serveon the

SDT) as a resultofproposalssubmitted in response to the Small Explorer (SMEX) AO issuedin

1988,as wellas from work done on other currentultravioletastronomy projects.Support fortlds

study can come from funds originallyearmarked forUS support of the ESA/NASA/Germany Or-

bitingPlanetaryTelescope(OPT). Itshould be made clearthatin no way isthe proposed mission

to be construedas an attempt to resurrectthe panchromatic/multi-purposeOPT, as itrepresents

a concept thatisquitethe oppositefrom thatof OPT.





I. INTRODUCTION and RECOMMENDATIONS

Sincethe discovery,by the Voyager UVS, ofthe wealthoffar-and extreme-ultravioletemissions

from both the plasma surroundingJupiterand the upper atmosphere (polarand equatorial)of the

planet,the importance ofultravioletobservationsoftheJovian system from Earth-orbitingsatellite

observatorieshas been recognizedas a means ofmonitoringthe stabilityofthe plasma as wellasof

investigatingthe detailedphysicsofthe interactionbetween theplasma and the neutralatmosphere

of Jupiter. Such observationsalsoserveto constrainthe theoreticalmodels, developed sincethe

Voyager encounterswith Jupiterin 1979,based on both the UVS data and the insituparticlesand

fieldsmeasurements. Intensivemodelling was particularlyrequiredforthe UVS data,which were

obtained at low spectralresolution(30 _) and were limitedin temporal coverage.

Most ofthe subsequentultravioletobservationsof the Jovian system have been made by inves-

tigatorsusing the InternationalUltravioletExplorer (IUE),launched as a jointNASA/ESA/UK

projectin 1978 and stillfunctioningtoday. These have been very successfuldespiteseverallimi-

tationsof IUE: smallfield-of-view;poor spatialresolutionalong the spectrographslit;wavelength

range > 1180 _; long integrationtimes required(comparable to Jupiter'srotationperiod)forthe

plasma torus;and the limitednumber of "windows" availableto guest observersduring a given

year.Nevertheless,IUE has provided a measure of the long and short-termvariabilityofboth the

plasma torus and the Jovian aurora sincethe Voyager epoch and has alsobeen able to measure,

forthe firsttime,the atomic constituentsofthe extended atmosphere of Io.

Advances inultraviolettechnologyhave made possiblemuch more sensitiveinstrumentationfor

the spectroscopyof faintextended astronomicalsources.As an example, the Hopkins Ultraviolet

Telescope (HUT), which flew on the Space ShuttleColumbia as part of the Astro-1 mission in

December 1990, obtained high signal/noiseratiospectra of the Io torus at 3 A resolution(10

times betterthan the Voyager UVS) with only 20 minutes ofintegrationtime. Similarresolution

spectrawere alsoobtained on the Jovian aurora and equatorialemissions.However, these are all

"snapshotsin time",as willbe futureobservationsofthe Jovian system to be made by the Hubble

Space Telescope (HST). Moreover, HST willalsobe limitedto wavelengthslongward of 1150 _.

HUT was an almost idealinstrument for investigatingthe Jovian system, as itsspectralrange

extended from 415 to 1850 _. The Lyman-FUSE mission,currentlyin a Phase B study under the

Explorerprogram, willbe a very powerfultoolforstudying the spectralregionbelow 1200 A, but

itisnot expected to flyuntil1998-1999,long afterthe completionofthe Galileomission,and again

willofferonly limitedopportunityforJovian observations.

The arguments citedabove lead to a singleconclusion:the need for a dedicatedplanetary

Earth-orbitingultraviolettelescope.Only with such a facilitycan the dynamicallyvaryingJovian

system be adequately observed to provide support for the in situmeasurements of the Galileo

mission.We recommend that such a telescopebe builtand launched in 1996 under the Discovery

program. We believethat the means are at hand to accomplish thisat low cost and in a timely

manner, and theseare discussedin detailin the followingsections.However, in the preparation

of thisreportwe have not had the resourcesavailableto conduct any in-depthstudiesto support

our conclusions.Itisimportant to recognizethatitisnecessaryto begin such studiesimmediately

ifthe goalof Galileomissionsupport isto be realized.Some detailedrecommendations regarding

implementation are given in the Executive Summary above.

II. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

Jupiter'smagnetosphere is a dynamic object. To understand itstemporal variabilityit is
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necessary to study the coupled system of the Io torus, the magnetosphere and Jupiter's ionosphere

(sketched in Figure I). Neutral gases from Io's volcanos form an extended corona around the

satellite. This material is ionized and swept up in Jupiter's strong magnetic field to form a dense

plasma torus near the orbit of Io (see reviews in Dessler, 1983). The Io plasma torus is the

main source of plasma for the Jovian magnetosphere: One ton per second of sulfur and oxygen

ions are produced by the satellite and spread out into the large volume (1000 times that of the

Sun) dominated by Jupiter's magnetic field.The magnetic fieldcouples the charged particlesin

the outer magnetosphere to the planet, allowing the plasma to tap Jupiter's rotational energy,

accelerating particles to high energies. As these energetic particles diffuse inwards they suffer

adiabatic compression, gaining energies of up to several MeV. These particlesare scattered near

tileouter bomldary of the Io plasma torus and stream into Jupiter's upper atmosphere where they

stimulate intense auroral emissions. Our understanding of this coupled, highly non-linear,system is

very limited. An obvious way to study these plasma processes isto make synoptic measurements of

the plasma conditions in the Io torus from the bright EUV lineemissions while continuously imaging

the auroral and dayglow emissions from Jupiter's atmosphere, as illustratedby the Voyager UVS

scan of the Jupiter system in Figure 2 showing emissions both from the Io plasma torus and from

the planet.

The Io Plasma Toru8

The Io plasma torus was discovered from ground-based observations of optical emission of SIX

from just inside Io's orbit at 5.9 Rj (Kupo et al.,1976; Brown, 1976). The Voyager Ultraviolet

Spectrometer (UVS) later detected much stronger emissions at EUV wavelengths from the region

surrounding Io's orbit (Broad.foot et al.,1979). When the Voyager I spacecraft flew through the

plasma torus the Plasma Science (PLS) instrument revealed that the torus was sharply divided at

5.7 Rj into a small, inner region of cold (< 1 eV) plasma consisting mainly of S+ and O + ions,

and a more extensive, outer region of hotter (,,_100 eV) plasma with sulfur and oxygen ions in

higher ionization states (Bridge et a[.,1979; Bagenal, 1985; Bagenal 1989). Broadfoot et al.(1979)

estimated that the torus emitted a totalpower of about 10I_ watts. The top panel of Figure 3 shows

a Voyager 1 UVS spectrum of the torus. Shemansky and colleagues have modelled such spectra

to determine the ionic composition of the plasma (Shemansky, 1987), but have been hampered

in these effortsby the low spectral resolution of the UVS instrument (30 _k) and the lack of well

determined collisionstrengths for these emissions. The lower panel of Figure 3 shows a spectrum of

the torus obtained by HUT during the December 1990 Astro-1 mission that illustratesthe richness

of torus emissions at 3 _ resolution (Davidsen et al.,1991).

Further constraints on the composition of the torus plasma have been provided by rocket-borne

spectrometers (Durrance et al.,1983) and IUE (Moos et al.,1985). Unfortunately, the large fields-

of-view of these instruments and/or the long exposures lead to poor spatialresolution. There are

many processes occurring in the torus (ionization,charge exchange, radiative cooling, thermal-

ization, etc.) that affect the conditions of the plasma (i.e.,density, temperature, composition).

Thus, itis important to ascertain how the plasma evolves as it diffusesaway from Io by making

measurements with both high spatialand temporal resolution.

While observations by astrophysics observatories such as HST and HUT will address some

of the issues of composition and spatial distribution with their high spectral resolution and high

sensitivity,observing time isvery limited on these astronomical facilitiesand to address the major

issuesof the operating plasma processes one needs to monitor the torus emissions with both spatial

told spectral resolution. We need to measure the temporal variabilityof the emissions related to





thetimescalesof the rotational geometries. Time scalesof source and lossprocesses leading to the

emissions are also important observables. Time scalesfrom 30 minutes to months wil]be useful.

Short term, < 2 hours, changes of a factorof two in ansa brightness,were noted in the Voyager data.

Over twelve years of IUF. observations, such as those of the brightness of the SII A1256 emission,

shown in Figure 4 (M. A. McGrath, private communication), indicate that the plasma properties

vary significantlyon both short and long-term time scales. However, the IUE measurements are

sparse, typically only one or two per year. The Voyager UVS measurements suggest that there

was a 40% increase in density and a 20% decrease in temperature of the plasma in the 6 month

interval between the two Voyager encounters (Shemansky, 1987). Ground based observations of

optical emissions show considerable variations,both spatially (with Jupiter's magnetic longitude)

and temporally on short time scales(night to night) (Trauger, 1984; Morgan, 1985).

Dayglow and Auroral Emissions

Our knowledge of the excitation processes in the upper atmosphere of Jupiter remains incom-

plete,both as regards the equatorial dayglow (or "electroglow" as often referred to) and the polar

aurora. Calculations of H2 band emission spectra show large differences depending on whether

the emission isproduced by photoelectron excitation or by fluorescent scattering of sunlight. At a

spectral resolution of only 30 _, however, the Voyager UVS was not able to distinguish between

these two excitation mechanisms. Consequently, excitation of the Jovian dayglow is stillpoorly

understood. The lack of reliablesolar data at the time of the Voyager encounter makes the prob-

lem more difficult.Although IUE operates at 10 A resolution and can detect H2 band emissions

from Jupiter, the sensitivityistoo low to extract much useful information and the emissions below

1200 _. are not measured at all.High sensitivityand spectral resolution are necessary to resolve

the vibrational and rotational structure of the H_ band emissions to settlethe arguments about

excitation mechanisms and reveal new information about the physical state of the Jovian upper

atmosphere. These observations should be accompanied by a simultaneous monitor of the solar

extreme ultravioletflux.

Since the discovery of Jupiter'sradio emission implying radiation belts in a strong magnetic field

(Burke and Franklin, 1955), there has been speculation about the presence of strong polar aurora.

It was firstdetermined that the decametric emission is modulated by the orbitalposition of Io in

1964 (Bigg, 1964), and early indications of bright and variable HI Lyman-a emission were recorded

in a rocket experiment by Rottman et al. (1973) and in Copernicus observations by Atreya et al.

(1977). The firstspatially resolved observations of localized FUV polar auroral emissions came

from the Voyager 1 UVS (Broadfoot et al.,1979) and, as illustratedin Figure 5, by IUE (Clarke

et al.,1980; Skinner et al.,1984; Livengood and Moos, 1991). The nature of the spectra and the

location of the emission should reveal the characteristicsof the particlesthat are precipitating from

the magnetosphere into the upper atmosphere and stimulating the emission (Herbert et al.,1.987;

Gladstone and Skinner, 1989). IUE has the advantage that one can make repeated measurements

over a much longer period; Skinner et al. (1984) and Livengood and Moos (1991) have been able

to determine the longitudinal dependence and temporal variabilityof Jupiter's auroral emissions

over 10 years. They observed variations in emission intensity of as much as 50% over time scales

as short as a rotation period. Unfortunately, the spatialresolution of IUE isinsufficientto resolve

the auroral oval. Pioneer and Voyager instruments measured a sharp drop in energetic particle

fluxes between L "-_12 and Io'sorbit. One expects that mapping these fieldlinesto the atmosphere

of Jupiter, using the best-available magnetic fieldmodel, should give the location on the planet.

However, Voyager UVS measurements of auroral emissions are not consistent with an auroral oval





definedby the magnetic field(Brosdfoot et al.,1981). Figure 6 shows the auroral oval to be

centeredon the rotationpnle ratherthan the magnetic pole. This impliesa very strongvariation

with magnetic longitudewhich is very hard to tmderstand because the rapid driftmotions of

theseenergeticparticleswould suggestthatJupiter'sradiationbeltsshould be highlyrotationally

symmetric. Clearly,high resolutionimages of the auroralovalwould resolvethisimportant issue.

More recently,the H Lyman-a lineprofilefrom the auroralatmosphere has been resolvedusing

the Idgh dispersionspectrographon IUE (Clarke,Trauger,and Waite 1989).The lineprofilefrom

brightaurorashows no evidenceforfastprecipitatingprotons(E > 100 eV), but shows substantial

evidenceforlow energymotions ofthe emittingatoms (10-20eV) with a directionmainly up out of

the atmosphere. This may be explainedby ionosphericparticlesacceleratedinsituby field-aligned

potentials,and in thissense the Doppler-shiftedemissionis a tracerof the ionosphericcurrents

which linkthe auroralionospherewith eitherthe torusor rnagnetosphericconvectionpatterns.

Other Solar System Targets

While bearing similaritieswith Jupiter,the magnetosphere/atmosphere couplingof the other

giantplanets,Saturn,Uranus and Neptune, are each unique. Observationsof ultravioletemissions

from these planetswilladdressimportant scientificquestionsabout the particlepopulationsin

the magnetosphere and theirdepositionintothe planet'satmosphere. Regarding the terrestrial

planets,measurements of emissionsfrom the constituentsof the atmospheres of Mars and Venus

revealthe atmospheric structure,chemical processesand solarwind interactionof theseplanets.

The UV spectraof cometary comae have alsoproven to be extremelyrichin elucidatingboth the

compositionand evolutionofthe gaseouscomponent ofthe coma and,by inference,the composition

of the iceswhich comprise the bulk ofthe surfacematerialof the small,solidnucleusofthe comet.

Such observationswillbe possibleafterthe completionofthe Galileosupport phase ofthismission,

and willbe solicitedfrom members ofthe community through a guestobserverprogram.

III. APPROACH

We propose a low costmethod of maximizing the missionperformance while keeping the risk

of catastrophicfailureverylow. We areprepared to risklessthan optimal returnofsciencedata in

exchange for s dynamic, shortterm program. The essenceofour approach isto use a very small

team ofexperienced,dedicatedpeopleand torelyon theirjudgment in the decisionprocesses.Low

costcan be achievedby having good definitionat the start,minimizing the design/fabrication/test

scheduleand having the same peopleworking continuouslyfrom starttofinish.

Integrated Team

In ordertoperform thismissionatthelowestpossiblecostitisessentialtominimize the interface

complexity in allareasincludinghardware,software,missionoperationsand projectmanagement.

Experience has shown that,even with a simpleinterface,excessiveconservatismisgenerated on

eitherside of the interfaceand an upward cost spiralresultsthat is difficultto control. Our

solutionto thisproblem isto have a very compact team, led by a PrincipalInvestigator,having

responsibilityforallthe hardware, softwareand missionoperations.Itisimportant thatthisteam

write a completely definedproposal prior to startinghardware activities(Phase A). The team

shouldconsistof a small number ofscientistswho have major rolesto perform during the project





and engineers mad technicians to design and build the hardware. This highly integrated team would

produce the rally integrated hardware including _ll the instrument and spacecraft cnmpnnents. All

the work should be concentrated at one location to minimize communications problems. To achieve

this team, it isnecessary to combine the talents of scientistsand engineers together in a positive

working atmosphere.

Organizational Structure

We envision a very small administrative project omce at a NASA center similarto that used for

tileSolar Mesosphere Explorer at JPL. The integrated team would consistof a small number (4-6)

of planetary scientists,together with engineers from a highly qualifiedcompany. The team leader

would be the Principal Investigator and would be supported by the contractual program manager

to ensure that the compact team structure works. The scientistswould have well defined duties to

perform and would be integrated into the engineering team to get the job done. Other scientists

would participate in the mission at a low level during the hardware phase and then more directly

during the data gathering and analysis phase.

Integrated Science Instrument�Spacecraft

As we do not propose an array of science instruments, itisnot necessary to have a spacecraft

bus. We propose to flyan instrument surrounded by the minimum spacecraft components necessary

to get the science data. This approach has the effectof reducing cost without increasing risk

significantly.The number of interfacesis reduced so reducing the manpower necessary to service

those interfaces.As an example, the use of the scientificinstrument for fine-pointing control of the

spacecraft reduces the need for external components to perform the Fine Error Sensor function. In

this way, the weight of the spacecraft is reduced, permitting more launch margins. Optimization

of spacecraft sub-system performance to suit instrument requirements resultsin weight, power and

cost savings. The system can be optixnized by viewing the entire instrument/spacecraft as a single

entity.

Risk Management

It may be thought that the biggest risk in this organizational structure is in trusting team

members not to make errors. We believe that this perception is not valid and regard this trust

as being the key source of success in implementing the Discovery mission. The biggest risk is

in changes in scope. Changes cover all aspects of the program from requirements to the funding

profile.We recommend that the UV Discovery mission be activated and follow an implementation

plan as proposed with no top-levelchanges. It isimportant to give individuals plenty of freedom to

work in their area of responsibilitybut to restrictany changes that rippleover into other people's

domain.

Schedule

As the basic concept ofthe Discovery program isto obtain resultsin as short a time as practical

at the lowest cost,we plan to use a radicallydifferentapproach to normal NASA programs that has

been proven on some DoD programs. The concept isto use a "finishahead of schedule" philosophy





rather than a "critical path planning schedule". In other words, have sub-systems waiting for

integration instead of having everything come together at the same date. The major advantage of

this approach isthat the team can concentrate on the dimcult problems knowing that everything

else isready. Sufficientfunding must be availableearly in the program to make tllishappen. The

pace of a program of this nature issuch that some parallelprocurements willbe made to guarantee

early sub-system completion. The price of such redundancy islow when compared with the cost of

solving problems laterin the program.

We propose to complete the UV Discovery hardware phase from the initiationof funding to

launch in lessthan tlu'eeyears. Such a schedule requires that adequate studiesbe performed prior to

project inception to define allof the criticaldesign and procurement areas so that the Preliminary

Design Review can be held within a few months of the start. Fabrication requires -._18 months

followed by 12 months of alignment, calibration and system testing. Milestones associated with a

possible schedule are given in Table 5 of the Ball Aerospace appendix.

Incentives to Meet Goals

The major incentives to maintain cost, schedule and performance are enthusiasm, recognition

of each members contribution, responsibility aald adequate financial resources. Enthusiasm can

only be maintained for short time periods, hence our interestin short schedule and early delivery

of sub-systems. Individuals and organizations must have high visibilityin the program and to be

made to feelresponsible for their share of the project.

IV. FEASIBILITY

Description of Payload

The basic concept isthat the scientificinstrument and the spacecraft,with allof itssupporting

functions, is considered to be a singleunit which is to be designed and built by a small, highly

integrated team. That this isfeasiblecan be demonstrated by considering the nature of the instru-

mentation required to achieve the scientificgoals stated above. The scientificinstrument comprises

a telescope, usually cylindricalin the shape of itsenvelope, which includes the necessary baffling,

and one or two focalplane devices, which for our purposes might consistofan imaging spectrograph

and an EUV camera. The focal plane instruments are located behind the telescope and can usually

be accommodated in an extension of the cylindricalvolume. Typically, the length of the cylinder

willbe allocated about 2/3 for the telescope and 1/3 for the focalplane instruments. For our goals,

a telescope diameter of from 50 to 90 cm suffices,although specificinstrument parameters await a

more detailed study.

The remainder of the spacecraft, the traditional "bus", isplaced around the back I/3 of the

cylinder and integrates completely with the opticalbench assembly of the focal plane instruments.

Several of itscomponents are common, such as the computer used for command and data handling

and the slit-jawcamera which isused for acquisition and tracking. Power isobtained from solar

cellswhich are wrapped around the outside structure of the cylinder. While this isnot as e_cient

as a separate planar array, itallows for arbitrary position angle alignment of the focal plane sliton

the sky, which is vitalto the Jovian objectives given above.

Since the primary objectives require spectroscopy and imaging below 1200 A (the extreme

ultraviolet,or EUV), and our goal is to achieve these objectives with normal incidence optics,





multiple focal plane instruments requiring additional transfer optics components are not feasible.

Instead, a possible approach is to split the focal plane, using one half for direct EUV imaging and

the other half for long-slit spectroscopy. This latter half would also act as the slit-jaw camera

for visible imaging of the Jovian system for ground control of the acquisition and tracking of the

telescope. With this approach, imaging and spectroscopy are achieved simultaneously. Although

several means of achieving the split field are available, further work is needed in finding the optimal

design. Note that while the spectroscopy provides approximately 1 arc-second spatial resolution

along the slit, the EUV camera is simply a broad-band imager with a band-pass of approximately
600-1100 _.

Detailed consideration of the focal plane instrumentation is omitted here. There are several

means of achieving the goals ofspectral and spatialresolution. These have been developed in various

recent proposals or have been demonstrated in recent sounding rocket and Space Shuttle flights.

There also have been significantadvances in ultraviolettechnology (e.g.,siliconcarbide coatings;

ion-etched holographic diffractiongratings; multi-element photon counting array detectors),many

as a result of instrument development for other NASA programs, which are applicable to the

proposed payload. The choice of focalplane instrumentation, including the important consideration

of science data return vs. cost,isone of the major activitiesto be performed during the Phase A

study.

The attached appendix, prepared by Ball Aerospace under a study contract, presents a descrip-

tion of a "strawman" payload consonant with the ideas stated above.

Orbit considerations

Experience with ultravioletobservatories,such as Copernicus, HST, and Astro-l, have shown

the disadvantage of low-Earth orbit (LEO). These disadvantages include encounters with the South

Atlantic Anomaly, stray UV from the Earth's airglow and geocorona, interruptions by Earth occul-

tation,and the difficultyof operation with simple fixed ground stations. High-Earth orbit (HEO),

such as used by IUE, ismuch more favorable and provides near-continuous observing time, direct

communication, and freedom from the Earth's airgow with the exception of geocoronal Lyman-a.

HEO suffersfrom occasional infringement of the trapped radiation belts plus the mass penalty

of liftingthe telescope into a high altitude,nearly circular orbit. Highly ellipticalorbits in the

HEO category sufferfrom low perigee heights which reintroduce the radiation belts and near-Earth

problems.

An attractive option is an orbit near a libration (Lagrangian) point (LP) of the Earth-Sun

system. The LI point is 1.5 × 10e km sunward and L2 is 1.5 × 10s km anti-sunward, and both lie

on the Earth-Sun line. These points share allthe positive features of HEO but also offerfreedom

from near-Earth airglow and geocorona contamination. In addition, the unchanging conditions

provide an excellent environment for a spacecraft that wants to minimize disturbances. There are

no aerodynamic torques, no gravity gradient forces,no varying illumination effectsfrom the Earth,

and no radiation belts.

The energetics of HEO and LP are surprising.From low-Earth orbit ittakes a Av of 4 km s-I

to achieve HEO. To reach the LP requires a total Av of about 3 km s-I. This means that a

libration point observatory can be significantlylarger or cheaper than a HEO observatory. As an

LP observatory isat a significantlylarger distance from the Earth, data rates willbe lower, but for

this mission, this consideration does not appear to be a limiting factor.The mass/energy tradeoffs

are almost even between LP and a highly ellipticalHEO, but, again, the lattersuffersfrom periodic





interruptions and regular exposure to the radiation belts.

A 24 hour tIEO has the advantage that a single ground station can serve as the contr_] and

data collection facility. An LP observatory is visible from a single station for 12 hours per day

on average. If true 24 hour/day realtime is needed, low elliptical HEO is the only choice. If 12

hour/day of realtime contact is acceptable, the the LP is a candidate. Moreover, the Earth is

available as a solar system target from the LP. At the L1 (sunward) point the Earth subtends 0.5

degrees and will be almost fully illuminated continuously. The large halo orbit of the spacecraft

around the L1 point allows Earth observations of up to 20 to 30 degrees from the Earth-Sun line

in the E-W ecliptic direction. In the N-S ecliptic direction the spacecraft will move a maximum of

about 10 degrees above or below the Earth-Sun line. At the Lz point (anti-sunward) the Earth is

largely dark, but will appear as a thin crescent with a maximum phase angle of about the 20 to

30 degrees mentioned before. When the spacecraft is above the ecliptic plane by 10 degrees and

the Earth's geometry allows the maximum 23.5 degrees plus 11.7 degrees tilt of the magnetic axis,

most of the northern auroral region will be visible on the dark side of the planet.

Also, we note that only a small amount of onboard propulsion is needed for orbit maintenance
in HEO and at the LP.

Operational Approach

The combination of a high-Earth orbit and a singletarget for the prime mission (or a few, fairly

bright targets after the prime mission is completed) requires a relativelysmall ground support

operation that could be carried out in a university environment. The functions would include

monitoring of the spacecraft health, target tracking, and data acquisition and archiving, and will

be done directlyunder the supervision of the science team members who willbe responsible for the

reduction of the data into physically useful form and disseminated to the user community.

V. COST ESTIMATE

Without the benefit of detailed technical studies, it is not possible to derive an accurate cost es-

timate for the UV Discovery mission described above. However, it is possible to draw on experience

with existing spacecraft and scientific instrument hardware and project personnel requirements to

arrive at an order of magnitude estimate of the cost of a mission following the guidelines that we

have established. This estimate, in current year dollars, is $50-70 M, exclusive of launch vehicle

cost. We regard it as a major objective of a follow-on study, to determine this number in a reliable,
realistic manner.

VI. PROPOSED NEAR-TERM ACTIVITIES

We propose to continue the activities of the UV sub-group of the Discovery Science Working

Group to complete, in some detail, the study described in the present report. Such a study would

encompass most of the activities associated with a traditional Phase A study, and would be done

during the first half of FY1992 for all estimated cost of $110,000. The format of the study would

consist of two three-day workshops involving both the scientific study team and the engineering

support study team. The workshops will be separated by 2 to 3 months during which problems

identified at the first workshop will be addressed. The second workshop will produce a final report
which will include a detailed cost estimate for the mission.





The study tasks will be addressed in a priority ordered manner to ensure that the available

resources are allocated where they are needed most. As a result of the present study we have

identifiedthe following as some of the leading tasks:

Science Objectives: Determine the instrument parameters required to achieve the scientificgoals

outlined in Section II above. Such parameters include spectral range and resolution,spatial reso-

lution,sensitivity,pixel size,tracking stability,data rate,etc.

Optical Design: The telescope aperture and focallength as well as the requirements of the imaging

spectrograph must be constrained to the available volume and weight of the launch vehicle and

must simultaneously satisfythe science objectives of the mission.

Mirror Constraints: Mirror designs to achieve low weight and dimensional stabilityare to be

evaluated. The procurement of the telescope mirrors (and the spectrograph grating) is a long

lead-time activity and ultimate schedule driver.

Flight Computer and Electronics, Data Handling: The possibility of a single flight computer for

both the spacecraft control and the scientific instruments is to be evaluated.

Structural and Thermal Design: Once the tasks listed above are complete the structural and power

needs can be determined as well as the total mass of the spacecraft.

Cost and Schedule.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FigureI.SketchoftheJoviansystem showing the couplingbetween the Iotorus,the magnetosphere

and the upper atmosphere ofJupiter.

Figure2. The Voyager UVS scan ofthe Jupitersystem showing both emissionsfrom the Ioplasma

torusand the planet.

Figure 3. (top) The EUV spectrum of the Io plasma torusobtained by the Voyager Ultraviolet

Spectrometer(Broadfoot etal.,1979).(bottom) PortionofIotorusspectrum obtainedby HUT

duringthe Astro-1missionin December 1990 (Davidsen etal.,1991).

Figure4. Brightnessof the SI] A1256 emissionfrom the Io torusas recordedby IUE overa twelve

yearperiod.

Figure 5. Longitudinalvariationof Jovian auroralemissionas seen by IUE.

Figure 6. Comparison of the Voyager UVS map of Jupiter'sauroralzone and the magnetic field

linescom_ected to the Io torus.
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JOVIAN AURORAL EMISSION
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